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 II
 
Abstract   
 
China is a country with thousands of years of the agriculture civilization. 
However , with the development of industrialization and urbanization , the culture 
collide between urban and country has became a big problem that attracted many 
people's attention . The two kinds of cultures stand opposite over a long period of 
time . Female, a  special cultural symbol, can describe the mankind's  real existence 
in the culture conflict from a special perspective .With the background of 
urbanization,from Bi Feiyu’s Yu Mi trilogy and Sun Huifen’s Two Women Of Xie Ma 
Village, with the Chinese urbanization as background, this article looks back the 
contemporary literature for similar figures for comparation , in order to find out the 
character of the country female image within conflict between city and country. The 
article will elaborate the theme from three chapters: 
Chapter 1 mainly talks around Yu Mi trilogy in order to analysis the female image 
existing between urban and country.from the beginning of writing , Bi Feiyu  has 
showed a lot of interest on female image , and formed his own agrestic realm—— 
Wang’s Village world gradually.Yu Mi、Yuxiu and Yuyang  grows up in the  
Wang’s Village .Through delicate description of their destiny, Bi Feiyu expressed the 
country women’s strong desire to step into the city in the transformation from country 
to city.Without any evaluation of the figures, Bi Feiyu leaves a suspense  of the 
country female’s life style. 
Chapter 2 talks about another representative text Two Women Of Xie Ma Village 
which describes the urbanization progress ‘s big effect in the country female’s 
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feeling of female minds involving into the collide between village and city. the Xie 
Ma village is her country story’s fixed background to investigate the life of the 
country women under the effection of the urbanization , presented a friendship’s 
building up and collapse between two country women. The women who are lost in the 
middle of country and urban started to doubt: the paradise has already changed , so 
how to find the spiritual home？May be we can only stray between urban and 
country , or stay at the country without romance remained. 
Chapter 3 facing the process of urbanization of 20 centuries in China ,sums up two 
types of country female image of the Chinese contemporary literature .With the 
constract between contemporary literature and morden leterature, the text try to study 
the country age’s characteristic nowadays and the charactor of the country female 
image, in order to establish the meaning and value for Chinese contemporary 
literature to mold country female image in the process of urbanization. 
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20世纪60年代出生的新生代作家的成长大多与中国城市化进程的高速发展
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